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Royal Titles Act and the Public Worship Regulation Act,
were due to her personal initiative. Movements of the
Army and the Fleet can both be traced to her own
responsibility. She sought to control what her ministers
should say in their speeches, and to have them rebuked
when what they said was not to her liking. She pressed
strongly upon Goschen and Forster their obligation to
assist in the formation of what became the Liberal-
Unionist Party. Those courtiers of whom Bagehot spoke,
who were "agreed as to the magnitude of the royal
influence" and supported "the doctrine that the Crown
does more than it seems," have ample evidence to support
the view his brilliant analysis was intended to refute.
We are able, by the publication of her correspondence,
to see Victoria, as it were, working day by day at her
task. For Edward VII we have no such documentation.
It is important that Lord Esher, than whom no one save
perhaps Lord Knollys was qualified to judge, wrote of
his influence, as compared with that of Victoria, that it
was "if anything , . . greater and more openly acknow-
ledged."1 Certainly the material we have points in that
direction. He was powerful in influencing appointments.
He was a controlling factor in the complicated manoeuvres
for army and naval reform. He put strong pressure
on the Cabinet about his views on the government of
India. He was, through Lord Esher, in constant contact
both with the leaders of the Opposition to the Liberal
Government of 1905 and with men like Lord Roberts,
who opposed bitterly certain aspects of their policy, It is
significant that when Asquith, Grey, and Haldane formed
their tripartite, but unsuccessful, agreement not to take
office unless Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman retired to
' Esber, Journals &ul Letters, ii, p. 107, letter to Lord Knotty*, September a,
1905
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